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Abstract:  My paper will focus on the rules of ancient rhetoric, on ‘idea’, ‘structure’, ‘style’, ‘memory’ and 

‘delivery’, and with plenty of illustrations demonstrate how these rules guided and constrained the writers of 

the Greek texts of the New Testament. All the texts are ‘simply structured’. The writer’s ‘idea(s)’, his text’s 

purpose(s) and its meaning(s) are all served by his use of ‘structure’. Without this structural information all 

exegesis fails. Writing ‘style’ defines the limits of every piece of text; it separates the text into its pieces and 

shows the association of pieces, how they work together. It gives punctuation to the texts. Further, ‘style’ 

essentially aids ‘delivery’, how a reader is to present a text to his/her audience. ‘Structure’ and ‘style’ work 

together to aid ‘memory’ and to provide a whole text with its own built-in self-referencing system. Chapter 

and verse was never needed. Rhetorical devices abound in the New Testament texts and include significant 

word repetitions, dualities and repeating grammatical constructions. One further feature is common to the 

four gospels, where a number is given a double function, firstly in the text itself and secondly in identifying the 

‘structural’ part, or the parts that make up the whole. This device assists ‘memory’ and gives the reader a 

chance to check that she/he is reading the text ‘correctly’. New Testament scholarship today does not easily 

engage with the discipline of ancient rhetoric. It didn’t in the third and fourth centuries! Then, church leaders 

began translating the New Testament’s Greek texts into Latin, in blissful ignorance of the many reading helps 

they were destroying. The New Testament texts are works of ancient rhetoric. Any reading of a New 

Testament text, therefore, needs to be informed by the ‘rules’ that governed its creation. Five-hundred 

years to the year of the Reformation, we may yet get to read these works for the first time in the ways that 

their rhetors intended. 

 

Tackling an undergraduate dissertation on the Central Section of Luke’s Gospel under the 

guidance of John Drury (in the early 1980s) gave me my introduction to reading a text in the 

way that its writer intended. Until I started work on the Central Section there was only ever 

one possible starting point for me and that was 9.51. Thirty-five years on, this is still what 

everyone thinks. And two-volume commentaries are still being produced with their second 

volume beginning at 9.51. But the starting point is 9.43b! It’s exasperating knowing this: no 

one is reading Luke with the necessary discipline! Dualities are the key to this construction 

conundrum: the importance of 9.43b is established by Jesus’ repeated predictions of what 

will happen to him, which are coupled with the similar responses each time of his disciples: 

see 9.43b-45 and 18.31-34: 
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LK 9.43b While everyone was marvelling at all that Jesus did, he said to his disciples, 44 "Listen carefully to what I am about to 

tell you: The Son of Man is going to be betrayed into the hands of men." 45 But they did not understand what this meant. 

It was hidden from them, so that they did not grasp it, and they were afraid to ask him about it. 

LK 18:31 Jesus took the Twelve aside and told them, "We are going up to Jerusalem, and everything that is written by the 

prophets about the Son of Man will be fulfilled. 32 He will be handed over to the Gentiles. They will mock him, insult him, 

spit on him, flog him and kill him. 33 On the third day he will rise again." 34 The disciples did not understand any of this. 

Its meaning was hidden from them, and they did not know what he was talking about.                                 NIV 

 

 

The Central Section covers: I) Jesus’ Setting out for Jerusalem, C) His Teachings on the Way, 

and I’) His Arriving in Jerusalem. The whole construction (and, therefore, that of the Gospel) 

hinges on Jesus’ willingness to die in Jerusalem (13.31-35). The Teachings are presented in 

the form of a chiasm of 11 parts (1-5C5-1). 

The day I completed my Finals, I worked in my study till 4.30 the next morning. And before I 

left Cambridge in the August of 1983, I was 90% on my way to knowing the structures of all 

four gospels and the Acts.  
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Luke’s Gospel exhibits an arrangement of 1-5C5-1, not only in its central section, but also in 

its Gospel structure and in its genealogy of seven names per line, of which there are eleven, 

giving 77 names in all, from Joseph to God.  

 

 

Between Luke and Matthew, a new link appeared, of a symmetrical structure of 11 sections. 

Both books exhibit balances of theme and detail. 
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Mark’s Gospel exhibited four series of seven Days. 1.21-38 describes a whole 24 hours of 

activities: the writer is indicating to his reader at the outset that he is writing in days, 

beginning with the dawn. The seven Jerusalem Days are introduced with the greatest clarity. 
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John’s Gospel I then thought was another eleven sectioned chiasm. Now I know it as a seven 

section chiasm, where the book of the seven signs overlaps at the centre with the book of 

the passion. 
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The Acts mirrors Luke’s Gospel for structure, indeed Luke’s second book seems to be stating 

that the life of Jesus is lived all over again in the life of the church. Sectional links appear 

across the two books; they are strong for both theme and detail. (See, for example at both 

centres: two Sabbaths and an unusual use of ejrcomevnw/ /h.) 

 

I left Cambridge for Cardiff at the end of the Summer of 1983. (I’m continuing with my 

autobiographical presentation.) In 1986, I had an exchange with a United Methodist 

Minister from New Jersey. It led to my being asked about the Structure of the Revelation. 

No British Methodist had thought to ask me about that book! Indeed, I hadn’t even thought 

to look at it myself! But within three days, I had this seven times seven scheme, though only 

in a linear form to begin with! It is a seven-fold chiasm of sections 123C321, after the 

menorah – see the introduction to the first section and the first message, to the Church in 

Ephesus. Translators and Commentators had failed to read the Greek in a systematic and 

disciplined way for its sectional opening repetitions of Kai; ei\don (for Sections C and 1’) 

and Kai; ei\pevn  and variations (for Section 2’). 
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In Cardiff, my application to do part-time research for a PhD at the University was turned 

down: ‘Do you want us to write your book for you?’ the Dean asked. I satisfied myself, 

therefore, in 1988, with my own publication of my first book (borrowing funds from my 

Bank), Sliced Bread: the Four Gospels, Acts and Revelation: their Literary Structuresi.  

Reviewers in the Methodist Recorder (Kenneth Grayston) and the Expository Times both 

summarised: ‘The Revelation maybe, but not, surely, the Gospels!’ Meaning: they didn’t 

think it possible that the gospels were structured in the ways I presented. Yes, I did have 

further work to do on the books, but they, simply, were not open to anything so ‘new’.  

 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>part two 

 

My opportunity for further research came with my ministerial move to Paisley. Glasgow 

University took me in. Under John Riches I got to focus on rhetorical criticism and parsing. I 

chose to concentrate on Mark’s Gospel. Burton Mack introduced me to the rules of ancient 
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rhetoric, on ‘idea’, ‘structure’, ‘style’, ‘memory’ and ‘delivery’ii. I soon began to see that the 

work I had done on structures had its value, but that Structure was just one requirement of 

five in all for a Hellenist rhetor whose works were to be read and circulated in an oral/aural 

information exchange environment.  

One early breakthrough I made was discovering that the writer of Mark’s Gospel knew 

Homer’s structure for his Iliadiii and used it for his sectional/series’ structures. It was a very 

exciting new discovery. 

 

Another breakthrough was in discovering the value of ‘parsing’ which I have just started 

calling ‘reverse parsing’. Using syntactical and grammatical information we can identify the 

writer’s choice of style and so establish the limits of all the pieces/parts of text/pericopae. 

The first bit of reverse parsing I did was on the Prologue of Mark. Its help in measuring the 

pieces and the parts and in defining their relationships was startling! Who would have 

thought parsing could define, or confirm the extent of the Prologue as 1.2-20? What then of 
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1.1-13, or 1.1-15? Had no one been reading Mark in the disciplined way that this writer 

required? 

 

(Anyone who has not seen this before will need to study how it works. The writing style is 

ABB’ where A is the introductory piece, B is the first development and B’ is the second, 

corresponding and completing development. The Prologue as a whole is a complete 

construction, ABB’. Each of its parts are constructed similarly of three pieces, A,B and B’, 

which themselves consist of abb’ pieces and so on. This reading is affirmed when one sees 

how certain words were really not needed to establish the meaning of the presentation, but 

were needed to complete the abb’ wholes: for example, ‘As it has been written in Isaiah’, 

without ‘the prophet’, would have been sufficient.) 

Then I began to find the same writing style in use throughout the Gospel of Mark. That was 

another big breakthrough. And another came when I was reading Aristotle (Ars Rhetorica) 

on the rules of the Epilogueiv; he basically says, ‘Don’t begin the sentences of your epilogue 

with kai; (and).’ Now, one of the reasons scholars question the authenticity of Mark’s 
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‘longer ending’ is because its main, introductory sentences don’t begin with kai;! Clearly, 

many scholars lack knowledge of this feature, a rule of rhetoric.  

 

 

In my illustration here, I place the last day of the narrative alongside my reconstruction of 

the original Epilogue. The division between 16.8 and v.9 is one that a disciplined, 

performance-ready reader/reciter would recognise and express with a major pause (and 

possibly with a change of his/her position on the platform). My second book, my doctoral 

thesis, The Markan Matrix: A Literary Structural Analysis of the Gospel of Markv, which 

covers these things, was published in 1999. Reviews followed in the Methodist Recorder and 

Expository Times: they were no different from 11 years before. Then came a long review in 

JTS which ended: ‘Much as one respects the scholarship and conviction which has gone into 

this book, sadly it runs counter to too many currents and consensuses in Markan 

scholarship.’ I’m still asking what this word ‘sadly’ is doing there! And I’m still pleading that 

it wasn’t my fault that my work ran counter to the currents and consensuses. (The reviewer, 
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William R. Telford, did give me eight references, however, in his guide to advanced biblical 

research, Writing on the Gospel of Markvi, Deo Publishing, 2009.)  

  

After Mark, I enjoyed another major breakthrough; I began finding this writing style in use 

throughout the Gospels, Acts and Revelation, as here in the Prologue of John’s Gospel. We 

need to notice how the writer starts simply in order to lead his reader into an awareness of 

his writing style, ABB’. 
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 In the Prologue of Luke, we find a three-part protasis balanced by a three-part apodosis: 

ABB’:ABB’. 
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In the Lord’s Prayer, of both Matthew and Luke, we see how their different uses of the 

same writing style, ABB’, account for some of the differences between their texts. 

 

 

And in 2003, after returning to Jaffna, Sri Lanka, from my first British New Testament 

Conference, I thought I’d just have a little look at the Letters and I found the same style in 

these writings too! (For the last fourteen years, whenever I have tried telling people that the 

same writing style is used in all the books of the New Testament I’ve not been taken 

seriously.) 
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In 1 Corinthians 13 (one of my first pieces of Pauline parsing) I saw the presentation the way 

the rhetor meant it to be and I began wondering why translators never kept with it, but 

always wanted to change it. Were they thinking they were improving it, before they even 

knew its ABB’ form and style?! (Note how v.13 begins the next letter part.) 
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 In Ephesians 1.3-14, I discovered a three-part presentation that focused on the Father, Son 

and Holy Spirit. Whether it is a Pauline piece, or one that is post Paul, who knows? But it’s 

weird that this hasn’t been seen before! 
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The Literary Form of Philippians 2.6-11 has long been debated. My slide shows seven ways 

in which scholars have attempted previously to describe its form and genre: they include E. 

Lohmeyer, J. Jeremias, R.P. Martin, G. Strecker, C.H. Talbert, Morna D. Hooker and Gerd 

Teissen. Not one of themvii was able to identify its style and so read the rhetor’s structure. 

 

oujc and ajlla; are a common Pauline pairing; these introductory words begin B and B’ 
parts respectively in many letters.  
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I show as my final presentation on style, on the right, an example from the Letter to the 

Hebrews, and on the left an example of something different: a piece that is formed ABB’A’!   

 

 

We examine now the link between style and structure. The Letter that best shows the 

relationship is that of 1 John.  This is very surprising given the history of its readingviii. It is 

the least likely book in the New Testament to evidence rhetorical structure and style. So say 

countless commentators. I’ll quote two here only. F.F. Bruce (1970) said, ‘Attempts’ to 

establish the structure ‘have never succeeded.’ And Raymond Brown (1982) defined the 

author’s logic as ‘so obscure that one could move around units almost at will and still 1 John 

would read just as well as it does now.’ What no one has been able to do over the two 

millennia is discern the exact lines dividing one pericope from another. But that is what 

writing style does!  
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Writing style gives punctuation to the text and separation, therefore, of one pericope from 

another. It is massively helpful in reading the Greek text of 1 John. Other rhetorical devices 
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are usefully identified too here; they include introductory word repetitions and dualities. 

Key to reading 1 John as the rhetor requires are the following identifications:  

1) the writing style of ABB’ which works at all literary levels, from completing a section to 

completing minor detail, where A is the introductory piece, B the first development and B’ 

the paralleling second and completing development;  

2) the duality ‘we looked upon’ and ‘we testify’ at the openings of both Sections A and A’, 

which in each case is followed by,  

3)  the part B-placed theme introductions of the opening and closing sections, ‘God is light’ 

and ‘God is love’ respectively; and  

4) the oft-repeated, hugely helpful, opening words, jAgaphtoiv and Tekniva (as with  jAdelfoiv 

found similarly in all the letters).  

 

1 John is, therefore, a simple ABB’A’ structure where the outer two series balance each 

other and the inner two do too, with ‘Love not the world’, ‘Love one another’.  

For the letter’s reconstruction, knowing what we can know now of the organisation of the 

text, we can discern what was added afterwards (e.g. 5.21) because it does not fit; or we 

can restore what had gone missing, as with parts of 5.7 with help from an early Spanish 

version of the Latin Vulgate. 

What is so for 1 John is so for the letters of James and 1 Peter also. Though, on James, 

Martin Dibelius insists there is ‘no continuity in thought whatsoever’ and on 1 Peter, an 

unstructured gathering of liturgical elements is all that is entertained, these two books 

exhibit the same writing style as 1 John, which, in turn, reveals the same ABB’A’ 

construction for all three texts. This structure is discovered in all in seven Books of the New 

Testament. When we are looking for structures, we are not to be looking for anything that is 

‘extraordinarily complex’ (like Bauckham did with the Revelationix) but for something 

simple. This ABB’A’ chiasmus is the simplest there is. Anything other than simple would not 

work. No one would have been served by anything ‘complex’!  
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We see with 1 John how structure reveals idea. (For the first time ever, we can see the four 

themes of the letter as the rhetor presented them.) The writer’s ‘ideas’, his text’s purposes 

and its meanings are all served by the use of structure. Without this structural information 

all exegesis fails.  

This is certainly so with Mark’s Gospel, which is another ABB’A’ construction. It repeats 

Homer’s structural style: three days balance three days around a central day in each of the 

four series. In the first three days, Jesus is fulfilling/completing the Old Covenant. In the 

second three days, he is establishing the New. The narrative inclusio is of a setting sun on 

the first day and a rising sun on the last day. There is meaning in this, just as there is with 

the four times seven scheme. The writer is interested in numbers and numerology. The 

series themselves are to be read as wholes and against their balancing series. The scheme is 

a matrix. Balances of dualities appear horizontally, vertically and diagonally. It is an artificial 

scheme telling eternal truth in stories. And it depends on Paul’s writings as much as it does 

upon the Books of the Old Covenant and more on these sources than all the supposed eye-

witness report and oral tradition. (D.F. Strauss’s work of 1835-36 can be revisited.) 

 

We said that writing style defines the limits of each and every piece of text and that it gives 

punctuation to the texts. Style essentially aids ‘delivery’, how a reader is to present a text to 

his/her audience. Structure and style work together also to aid ‘memory’ and to provide a 

whole text with its own built-in self-referencing system. Chapter and verse has never been 

needed. Common to the four gospels, some numbers are given a double function, firstly in 

the text itself and secondly in identifying the ‘structural’ part, or the parts that make up the 

whole: this assists ‘memory’ and gives the reader a chance to check that she/he is reading 

the text ‘correctly’. See Luke’s Sections 3 and 3’ (made up of ‘threes’) and 4 (made up of 

‘fours’, ‘four pairs’ and ‘eights’): 

See Matthew’s Gospel for its opening focus on ‘three fourteens’, its ‘five-times’ repetition of 

‘And it came to pass when Jesus had finished...’, and its closing focus on ‘eleven’ and a 

baptising in the ‘threefold’ name of God: 

See John’s Gospel for correspondences between part six and the six jars, piece 38 and the 

man who had been ill 38 years, and part 83 and the ‘153 big fish’ that are caught. Every 
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commentator says that this last number has to be significant, but none is able to say with 

any certainty how it is!  At the last, I think it is that we are expected to do some simple 

arithmetic: 153-83=70, where ‘70’ is the Gentile number. It certainly acts as a check for the 

reader that they have discovered the seven sections of twelve parts. It links too to the 

Gospel’s opening expressions on Jesus’ rejection by ‘his own’. See also, how just after the 

Gospel’s half-way point there is mention of ‘twelve hours in a day’. Is this significant? Is it a 

check for the reader that he should’ve been finding ‘twelve parts’ per section? The question 

has to be put because rhetors appear to place numerical detail at the significant points of 

their text. 

For Mark’s Gospel consider how the last frame of the Prologue concludes with stories about 

two pairs of brothers (where the Series are AA’ and BB’) and how the first frame of the 

(discarded) Epilogue begins with reference to ‘seven’ demons (where the Days are seven per 

Series). 

 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>part three 

 

 

 

New Testament scholarship today does not easily engage with the discipline of ancient 

rhetoric. It didn’t in the third and fourth centuries! Then, church leaders began translating 

the New Testament’s Greek texts into Latin, in blissful ignorance of the many reading helps 

they were destroying. Augustine moaned, ‘…in the early days of the faith, no sooner did 

anyone gain possession of a Greek manuscript, and imagine himself to have any facility in 

both languages (however slight that may be), than he made bold to translate it’x.  It is even 

possible that manuscripts like that of Codex Sinaiticus, written up in 331?xi, here shown (the 

first folio of Mark’s Gospel), would not have been read by any disciplined reader in the ways 

that the rhetors would have expected. 
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The Early Church Fathers held to the view that the writings had very little at all to do with 

Hellenistic writing. They themselves were steeped in classical rhetoric and literature as well 

as in the Bible, but they showed that they struggled to know how to relate the Bible and 

particularly the New Testament to the rules and practice of classical writing. Rather, they 

set classical rhetoric and Biblical literature in opposition to each other and celebrated the 

superiority of Christianity over paganism, arguing for the simplicity of the Bible over and 

against the ornamentation of classical literaturexii. (Now contrast this with today’s New 

Testament scholars who argue for the complexity of the texts while Literature scholars 

argue for their simplicity!) Origen, for one, said, ‘It was not any power of speaking, or any 

orderly arrangement of their message, according to the arts of Grecian dialectics or rhetoric, 

which was in them the effective cause of converting their hearers...’ Augustine, for another 

(in Confessions), when he first looked into the Bible, said that the scriptures could not be 

‘compared to the stateliness of Tully; for my swelling pride shrunk at their lowliness.’  
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Since 325 and the Council of Nicaea, the views of the Early Church Fathers have been highly 

influential. New Testament scholarship has judged the literature of the New Testament to 

be ‘new literature’. Yet, see The Literary Guide to the Bible, (Eds. Alter & Kermode) and A 

Complete Literary Guide to the Bible, (Eds. Ryken & Longman III)xiii; biblical scholars are 

judged to have lagged behind their literary colleagues who point out that Augustine (see: On 

Christian Doctrine) did clearly address the Bible’s use of rhetoric and style, that he found in 

it examples of the laws of eloquence as laid down by classical rhetoric and that he argued 

too that literary form and meaning were inseparable from each other.  

In the UK, in the last century, Peake’s single volume Bible Commentary had a huge 

influence. Massively revised in 1962, it included a chapter on ‘the Literature of the New 

Testament’ written by J.N. Sanders, which well reflected the views of earlier generations 

and groomed future generations to think as they. ‘The New Testament can hardly be 

considered as literature at all, except in the most general sense of the term....,’ Sanders 

wrote. ‘Lk 1.1-4 echoes the cadences and repeats the conventional claims of Hellenistic 

historians, but there the resemblance ends....’ ‘Their comparative indifference to pagan 

literature was on the whole an advantage to the writers... They gained thereby in freshness 

and freedom from stale conventions and artificial rhetoric. They were not conscious literary 

artists, obeying a convention and imitating the correct models, like Hellenistic authors, but 

rather practical men...’  And on speeches and sermons, Sanders acknowledged that 

Thucydides put speeches into the mouths of his principal personages at appropriate 

moments and so ‘set an unfortunate precedent’. ‘But Luke didn’t follow the precedent’,xiv he 

added confidently. 

 

Five-hundred years to the year of the Reformation, we could be reading the New Testament 

texts for the first time in the ways that their rhetors always intended. These texts are works 

of ancient rhetoric. And because they are, the ‘rules’ that shaped them have much to 

teach us about the texts themselves, as well as about how they are meant to be read. 

Indeed, for the first time in eighteen centuries, our readings can be based on an 

objectivity never before considered possible. As we are able to describe the structure and 

style of Psalm 119 in the same way (as scholars?) and only in the one way, so we should 

expect now to be able to describe the style and structure of every one of the twenty-
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seven New Testament texts. My introductory summary of The Rhetorical Table of the New 

Testament displays the writers’ common discipline. Plainly, each writer/rhetor knew what 

the other was doing. 
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The church and academia have a big job to do. The things that have been revealed in this 

paper should never have been lost in the first place, of course. But it is what we do now that 

is important. Needed today is a reverse-parsed and rhetorically analysed Greek text with 

literal translations. As the basis for this, I offer my third book, New Testament: New 

Testimony to the Skills of the Writers and First Readers, the Fifth – Illustrated Exhibition – 

Editionxv.  

               

All but one of my seminar illustrations are to be found in it and on the disk are all the 

(prepared) texts in Greek, with literal English translations of a third of the books.  

                                                           
i Palmer, David G., Sliced Bread: the Four Gospels, Acts and Revelation: their Literary Structures, Ceridwen 

Press, Cardiff, 1988; Reviews: Methodist Recorder, 17 Nov. 1988; Expository Times, Dec. 1989, Vol. 101, No. 3 

ii
 Mack, Burton L., Rhetoric and the New Testament, Fortress Press, Minneapolis, 1990, pp.32-34; see also Ad 

Herennium III.xvi.28 to xxiv.40 (late 80s BCE), Rhetorica ad Herennium , Tr. Caplan, Harry, Loeb Classical 

Library, Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1954; Cicero, De Inventione, De Oratore, 55 BCE; Theon, 

Aelius, Progymnasmata, mid to late 1
st

 century CE, refer Walz, Christian, Ed., Rhetores Graeci, Cottae, 

Stuttgart, 1832-36 

iii
 Homer, Iliad (Tr. W.H.D. Rouse, with Intro. and Appreciation by Andrew Sinclair, Heron Books/Thomas 

Nelson, London; also Tr. Robert Fagles, with Intro. and Notes by Bernard Knox, Viking Penguin, 1990 & The 

Softback Preview, 1997); The Odyssey (Tr. William Cowper, Ed. Peter Levi, Everyman, J.M. Dent, London – 

Charles E. Tuttle, Vermont, 1910) 
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iv
 Aristotle, Ars Rhetorica (The Art of Rhetoric, Tr. J.H. Freese, Loeb Classical Library, Harvard University Press, 

Cambridge, Mass., 1926; The Art of Rhetoric, Tr. Lawson-Tancred, H.C., Penguin Books, 1991; Aristotle on 

Rhetoric: a Theory of Civic Discourse, tr. George A. Kennedy, Oxford University Press, New York/Oxford, 1991) 

v
 Palmer, David G., The Markan Matrix: A Literary-Structural Analysis of the Gospel of Mark, Ceridwen Press, 

Paisley, 1999; Reviews: Meth. Rec., 13 Jan. 2000; The Exp. Times, March 2000, Vol. 111, No. 6; JTS, April 2001 

vi
  Telford, W.R., Writing on the Gospel of Mark, Deo Publishing, Blandford Forum, 2009 

vii
 Lohmeyer, E., Kyrios Jesus, Heidelberg, 1928, 2nd edition 1961, pp.5f; Jeremias, J., Studia Paulina, Haarlem, 

1953, pp.146-154; Martin, R.P., Carmen Christi, pp.36-38; Strecker, G., ZNW 55, 1964, p.70 (also R. 

Deichgraber... and J.-F. Collange...); C.H. Talbert, ‘Pre-existence in Philippians 2.6-11’, JBL 86, 1967, pp.141-

153; Hooker, Morna D., ‘Philippians 2.6-11’ in E. Earle Ellis and Erick Grasser, eds., Jesus und Paulus: Feschrift 

fur Werner Georg Kummel zum 70. Geburstag, Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1978, pp.151-154; 

Theissen, Gerd, The New Testament, tr. John Bowden, T & T Clark Ltd., 2003, pp.9f. 

viii
 The earliest scholars had their problems discerning any sequence of thought; Augustine was counted among 

them. Calvin had trouble with the same in his day. Westcott (1886) said it was ‘...extremely difficult to 

determine with certainty the structure of the Epistle. No single arrangement is able to take account of the 

complex development of thought which it offers, and of the many connexions which exist between its 

different parts.’ Robert Law (1909) said, ‘There is no portion of scripture regarding the plan of which there has 

been greater diversity of opinion.’ A.N. Wilder (1957) resorted to an earlier commentator’s comparison of the 

structure of 1 John with the River Meander which flowed through the province of Asia. Rudolph Bultmann 

(1967) spoke of the randomness of the letter and argued that it originally ended at 2.27. See Bruce, F.F., The 

Epistles of John, London: Pickering & Inglis, 1970, Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1979, p.29; Westcott, B. F., The 

Epistles of St. John: The Greek Text with Notes and Essays, 2
nd

 ed., Cambridge and London: Eerdmans, 

Macmillan, 1886; Law, Robert, The Tests of Life: A Study of the First Epistle of St. John, Edinburgh: T. & T. 

Clark, 1909, p.2; Wilder, A. N., “Introduction and Exegesis of the First, Second, and Third Epistles of John,” in 

The Interpreter’s Bible, ed. Buttrick, G. A., Nashville: Abingdon, 1957, p.210; Bultmann, R., The Johannine 

Epistles, trans. O’Hara, R. P., McGaughy, L. C. and Funk R. W., Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1973, pp.43-

44; Brown, R.E., The Epistles of John, Doubleday, 1982, pp.116-117. I happily add special ref. to I Howard 

Marshall who died in December 2015 (ref: The Epistles of John, New Int. Com. on the NT, Wm B Eerdmans, 

Grand Rapids, US, 1994): I will always be grateful for his responses to my reading of 1 John. 

ix
 Bauckham, Richard, Climax of Prophecy: Studies on the Book of Revelation, T. & T. Clark, Ediburgh, 1993, p.1  

x
 Augustine, De Doctr. Christ., ii, II 
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 Eusebius, Life of Constantine; Metzger, Bruce M., The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, 
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